
Questions and Responses for Transitional Placing RFP (8501) 
 
 
1. Who is are the current contractors for this service and in what region are they? 
     Educational and Treatment Council (ETC) and they are located in Region 6.   
 
2.  What is the current per diem rate for contractors that provide this service? 
     The current per diem for the program is $132.40.  Please keep in mind that your proposed rate has to 
      be supported by your budget documents.  
       
3.  Are you looking to provide all of the 60 beds in one region or spread out throughout the state?  
      Ideally OJJ would like them spread throughout the state.  However, our awards depend upon the 
      proposals received and which region they are awarded.   
 
4.  Can all 60 beds be awarded to one contractor?  
      Yes.  If the winning proposal asks for all 60 slots then they will receive the full award.  
 
5.  Does OJJ have a preference in "group home" versus Supervised apartments?  If so how many of each 
      do you prefer?  We do not have a preference.  
 
6.  The RFP states there are 60 beds state wide is there a certain number that should be allocated for  
     female and males?  There is no certain amount that should be allocated.  OJJ typically has more male 
     clients than female clients but we will need some beds that can be utilized for female clients.  
 
7.  Do youth that are placed in supervised apartments require 24/7 monitoring are or can they be randomly  
     monitored throughout the day at various intervals? They can be randomly monitored. Keeping in mind  
     that clients new to the program will need more frequent supervision.  
 
8.  Is the provider allowed to have video surveillance at the locations in which the youth are placed to live 
     if so to what capacity and what are the regulations that OJJ use to govern such surveillance? Our  
     current contractor has video surveillance AND 24/7 staff.  
 
9.  If an individual is discharged from the program in the middle of a service month, will an agency be 
       able to bill services for the full month? (Housing question)  No.  OJJ billing is based on a per diem. 
      The last day available for reimbursement is the day before discharge date.  For example, John Doe is  
      placed at ABC facility from 2/1/2018 through 2/14/2018.  The invoice should bill for 13 units.   
 
10. Can one licensed individual supervise multiple regions in a given provider agency? 
      This question is not really clear so I will make an assumption that you are referring to “clinical 
       supervision”.  The answer if my assumption is correct is yes.  As long as the supervision meets the 
       requirements of a specific discipline.    
 
11.  Does the one hour of daily recreation require supervision? 
        Minimal supervision should be available.  
 
12.  If a unit contains only individuals that are 18 years or older, does it still require supervision? 
        Yes.  These youth are in the custody of the Office of Juvenile Justice and we have a responsibility to  
         the court and the community to monitor them and ensure their well-being.  
 
 



13.  What are the minimum supervision requirements for participant housing? 
        We expect 24/7 supervision at the facility.  
 
14.  What is the typical length of time that youth are in the program? 
        Ideally 6 months or longer.  However, there are occasionally situations that a Judge will not allow a 
        youth to be released with that amount of time.  We understand that the youth may not get the full 
        benefit of the program however, we try to provide them with as much as we can with the time we 
        have.  
 
15.  Would providing access to public transportation be an adequate provision for transportation? 
        Yes.  As long as the youth have transportation to and from school and/or work.  
 
16.  If an agency does not own housing, would a provisional lease meet the requirements for the RFP? 
       Yes.  Our current contractor leases their facility.  
 
 


